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MRA CONFERENCE 1985-
On behalf of the MRA confer ce

. planning committee, I would:like to invit ou

to ui! Away with MRA", on March 1 -19,

1985 in Grand Rapids. The conference
headquarters will be Cie Grand Plaza Hotel
onclitheGrand Center will .host our exhibits
and various speakers.

MRA in its tradition of excellence has
planned another, Outstanding program this
year. Speakers include: Bill Martin, Jr.,

;Booking for the Long flight," -Patricia
Koppman, "We Can't Change the Wind; But
We Can Adjust the Sails" and Dr. Zacharie
Clements, "The Winging Edge." The Book
and Author Luncheon speaker will be Sandy
Asher, 'What's-v Nice Kid Like You Doing in
Any Book at All.-

Special events include: Computer
Software Demonstrations, Past President's
Reception, the Artnual Dance in the
Ambassador Ballroom, Legicator Panel, the
Administrators Reception and the Michigan
Authors Autograph Party, the popular closing
event.

The book and materials exhibits, a
conference favorite, are scheduled for
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday with drawings
for prizes provided by the exhibitors

The strands featured' in this year's
program include: Assessment, Administra-
tors, Gifted, Staff Development, Setondary
Language Arts, Early Childhood and
Research. Two new topics this yew will be the
'Researcher to Practitioner" panel and the
-Practitioner to Practitioner" series, as' a
.follow up to the -Researcher to Researcher-
strand .that has been presented at past
confereinces. The new reading definition, .

';

I

4 7;7,
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adopted by the State D'epartrent of
Education and MRA will be the focus of these
three strands, emphasizing the practical
application in the classroom.

,The MRA Local Council Brunch will be
' held on Sunday from T1:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
and will be followed by" the Delegates .
Assembly. Local council officers are invited to
attend these very important events.

Registration and housing forms are being
mailed to' all MRA memb&s in November,
1984. .

The conference planning committee
looks forward to sharing with all educators
and parents. So plan now to "Sail Away
with MRA."

. Flyers indicating the main spegzkers will
be mailed to early registrar*.

Programs will be distributed at the
conference 014tY. .

For further information contact: Helen
Johncock, 6450 Sheffield, Hickory Corners,
Ml 49060.

Office phone: (616) 671.5135
Home.phone: (616) 671-5789

. ;7E.

Helen Johncock
Vice President
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From the. Editor...

C
. Dr. Ftarold Karbal

A3 MWSOI,Ccee."1MIVIVANATS.V.44.1...., INIM.Selt../MMtb

There are two topits currently holding the
attention of the education world: high
technology 'and:higher order thinking skills.

'either one will evoke considerable discussion.
This Issue of the Michigan Reading Journal
has as one ,f its central themes the use of the
comPuter in the tie aching of reading. It is

inevitable that when the discussion veers
'toward this subject thought will be given to
the introduction of television into the
ilassroom some yearsago.We had such high
hopes as to what TV would do for us. It never
happened. Will the same be .said of the
computer some yeai-s hence? As I compose
this piece on my word processor, I do think
thincyszill be the same. Its like nothing that
ever happened before. We seem to be
absolutely engulfed. in this technology.
Children are engrossed in it, and we simply
must learn how to take advantage of it.

+iappily, we have educators in our !tate
who are giving serious thought to using the
computes in the classroom. Many thanks to
Martha. Irwin and her colleagues for helping
us think through the implications of its use.
That she feels strongly about helping teachers
become aware of the pcAsibiliiies of word
processing irithe teaching of reading and the
other language arts comes out strongly in the
article she wrote. Interestingly sheoeared her
thoughts to the new definition of reading
being promoted by MRA. 'Kathy Brown has
looked at recently `published materials and
has gleaned a number of practical teaching
suggestions from them. Dianne Novak
describes her .expriences of integrating
comprehension activities with a computer
into her tutoring of a sixth grade student. To
add to the above fare, IRA Board of
Director s rneber Nora Forester helps us see

1

holm a district plans for and implements a
computer program for reading.

So that we do not neglect other aspects of
reading, former MRA president Anne
Hughes shares with us, the lifelong love of
reading that is bask to everything we as
teachers do. What is more everyday than the
newspaper? Nicholas Criscuolo has shared
with us ten creative ideas td incorporate into
our thinking and teaching. Mt-second article
from Texas comes from Candice Carlile with
a_general article on computers which helps
put the whole concept into perspective.

The next issue will deal with reading and
the gifted. Do you have a program, a study
you are conducting, gifted students in your
class pr school you wish to describe or any of
Many ideas you want to write up? You will be
made welcome in the pages of your journal.

We are also looking for poetry written by
students which would be approioriale for the
journal. The work of gifted students is

welcome at any time, but especially for the
next issue.

4,
tiz

Dr. Harold Karbal
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- The Use of. Computers.
in the Reading Program

'IT fit A District Approach
) Nora Forester

saas.-Agorn... T 4 VO, *Mt N.{

The impact of computers in education is
increasing to an accelerating rate. The

number of U.S.. schools using computers in the
classroom has almost quadrupled in the past

two years, approximately 55,000 last year. .

Forty - three, million dollars was spent on
software along. School districts across the
country are receiving pressurefrom parents
and computer companies to put computers in

every classroom.

Plan for Implementing
Northside,School District in Sari Antonio,

Texas was one of the districts receiving this
pressure. Before the District administration
jumped on the bandwagon 'to place
computer labs in each elementary school,
they had a number of questions concerning
tie instructional soundness of such programs.
The administration remembered too well the
machines of the 1960's that received glowing
reports that would revolutionize the teaching
of reading'but are now on shelves forgotten
and gathering dust. The claims were tod
much and the use of these machines was too
little. They did not want this to happen again.

A district-wide committee of central,
1 office administrators, supervisors,'

4

Nora Forester
Reading Coordinator
San Antonio, Texas

Member, Board of Directors, IRA

2

elemenyry school principals, teachers, and a
parent was formed to study the feasibility of

' implementing' e:omputer' lobs in all of the
District schools. Computer labs had already
been estebiished in the four District high
schooli and several of The middle schools.
These ldos were used mainly for the teaching
of mcith, not language arts. At the elementary
level, computers were limited to an
trerimental reading prograin in the fifth
grade on one campus.

The major task of the committee was to
decide h )v., the computer lab would be
adapted to meet the needs of the
instructional program. Another task was to
preview software, being that the quality and
quantity of software would be one criteria to
be used in the selection'of horkare.

There seemed to be adequafe software
for main, but the selection was very limited in
other areas, especially in reading and
language arts. Most of the software available
for reading was drill and practice type
programs teaching skills in isolation and
having a tendency to fragment the language
arts program. Most programs were nothing
more than workbook activities put together
by computer programmers having little or no
experience in the teaching of reading.

One exception was the Individual
Reading Instructic system (IRIS), developed
by the World Instiwie for Computer Assisted
Teachihg (WICAT), Educational Institute in
Provo, Utnh. Northside District, through a
Federal grant, had-the opportunity to field-
test this program in one of the elementary
schools. A comprehension computer
program for intermediate grade students in
the form of a series of newspaper stories, the

activities fall into five comprehension
categories: drawing inference, deleting

7
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. unnecessary information, constructing
logical arguments, using new vocabulary,
and using study skills to nvestigate the
reading materials further. This program,
written by reading educators and
programmers,' proved successful." The computer committee realized the
need for one person with expertise. in
computers and in ,education to coordinsate

computer programs and
recommended the District employ a
computer coordinator. This recommendation
was accepted. The computer coordinator
continued to work with the committee to
implement the program in the District.

Since The study by the committee hbs
been completed, the/District is in the process
of placing four Apple Ile computers and one
printer on each campus using available'
Chapter II funds. Buying the same hardware
for all District elementary schools 'helps to
assure computability and provide the lowest'
price. Additional computers will 'be
purchased for each campus as funds become
available.

The next phase of the program will be to
provide microcomputer training for all
elementary school principals and teachers.

I

- '11M44,47,t'''"V.7.477-
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The District does not wanf teachers to be
forced into using a technology they knovi
little about or feel inadequate in using. .

A committee of principals, teachers, and
Supervisors, under the. direction of the
computer coordinator, will continue to
screen software in order to rnke
recommendations to schools to insure tl. (ill
software is compatiblewith the instil..
program. The list will contain
suggested programs so schools will .. :4e
son)* flexibility in her selection.

Conclusion
With propel application, the ruture is

bright for the use Of computers in the reading
program. As teachers become comput

;.

:>.

literate, they will be more involved
developing. quality computer progr
Computers will be used not only
instruction, but also for recod kee
assessment, charting students' progress,
processing,and inventories, which wil
the teacher' more time to devote
instruction of students'. The use of co
in the classroom is not just
technological fad that will eventual
away. We should capitalize on its st

3
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Reading and Computers:
A Partnership

Dr. Martha Irwin

Current theory and research is providing
important new insights about thesreading
process and reading instruction. Theses'
insights have led to a new definition .of -
reading which was approved by the
Michigan Reading Association in 1983:

"Reading is the process of constructing
meaning through the dynamic interaction
among the reader's existing knowledge, the
information suggested by the written
language, and the context of the-reading
situation." (Michigan Reading Association, p.
.1) The new definition and its implications will
provide support and encouragement for
teachers to use instructional strategies
designed to help student c.ornprehend and
apply i.iformation gained from. printed
materials.

Rapid developments iri technology are
heralded as providing exciting possibilities
for contributing to the education of students.
However, most of the software programs that
are flooding the market under the label of
reading are based on a definition of reading
as a static process in which students are
expected to !Twister a mass of subskills in
order to handle printed materials. Su?h

programs can send reading instruction

Littriitrefi

Dr. Martha Irwin
Professor of Teacher Education

Eastern Michigan University

O

backward into history.and turn children away
from interest in both computers and reading.
On the other hand, technology carrbe use.d in
interactive, constructive and dynamic ways
which will promote both reading
development and computer literaCy.

In this article; attention is given toflexible
8nd open-ended

are
1713 and computer

.activities which are consistent with the
interactive theory of the reading process.
Interrelated reading and computer activities
are advocated. Recommendations are made
for types of computer progi-ams which can
complemerff and extend the ongoing
curriculum in Iangyage arts and in reading in
the content areas. Suggestions are offered
for activities /(mhich will develop both
students' reading abilities and their.facility in
oper9ting computers to carry out functions
for 4hich technology is best suited.

Why a Partnership is Needed
Computer users will find themselves

kiting new types of demands in the language
arts areas. They will need to follow directions
explicitly. They will need to know when it is
appropriate to refer to software manuals and
other types of documentation as well as how
to locate the specific information needed at
the moment.' Whep using spelling or
grammar checkers, people must make
decisions about whether or not a word or
sentence structure should be changed and, if
so, what the change should be. Data bases
and information retrieval systems will require
users to locate, select, organize and evaluate
information.

Not only does computer operation entail
reading, it can be a means for helping
students acquire these necessary abilities.
Good computer programs can motivate

4
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-'-...;.reading and provide meaningful situations
foe applying language arts and study skills.

use of flexible, functional software
progrctns, such as word processing and data
base management syst ms, will help students
become computer liter, to and will help them
acqUire the reading and language arts
strategies to deal with technological
materials. Clearly a partnership between
reading literacy and computer literacy will
help students become more proficient in both
areas.

VVItat,To Do First
In accord with the new. definition of

reading, e4ecator: must guide students to
focus upon the WHAT (the nature of the
materials being read), the WHY (the purpose
for Teadmg), and the HOW (ways to
approach the material in order: to reach the
recognized purpose). (Michigan Reading
Association, p. 3) Although a large
percentage of the drill and practice software
programs pay little attention to the WHAT,
the WHY and fhe HOW, software is

'available that can co tribute to an
interactive theory of readin . Unfortunately,
.locating and using good computer programs
can be a problem for teachers who are
apprehensive abeyt mechanical things,
including computer', or whoithink there irtoo
much to learn in order to int1e9rate computdr
activities within the classroom program.

A wise approach is to start on a small
scale' and integrate computer activities into
the good practices already in use. This can be
done with just one software program -- a
word processing program. The teacher need
learn only one set of commands and need not
be concerned about progr ..tmming or the
mechanical operation of the computer. As
the teacher and students become familiar
with word processing, undoubtedly they will
find many ways to use this versatile tool and
can reap more and more benefits with a
minimum investment of time and money.

Word 'processors, though riot advertised
as -reading programs,- can provide some
very dynamic, constructive and interactive
activities for readers. Consider, for example,
using a word processor in a small reading
group where the children dictate a language
experience story which the teacher types.
Then, the children can revise the sequence

and make other editorial changes, which the
teacher can show on the screed by using al 44w
simple keyboard commands. The children
can watch the teacher save their story on. a

'disk, take it to the printer in the workroom,
insert a.ditto master in the printer, and run off
copies of the story for all to read.

- Small-groups of older students can use the
vfind" and "replace" features on ,the
processor to insert Synonyms or to alter
sentence patterns so as to influence the style
of a passage or to change the mood, the
characterization or the setting.. Before
reading about a topic in science or social
studies, the students eari , enter their
predictions about the printed material and
organize their predictions into categories or
topics and subtopics. After reading the
textual presentations, they can evaluate their
predictions and ekpandreorganize and
revise their information.

Twa articles which appear in tkis journal
offer suggestions for using word processing in
the reading program. Kathy Brown
summarizes a wealth of practical ideas and
provides a bibliography for teachers who

',vont more t omplete descriptions of the
activities. Dianne Novak describes her
tutoring experiences with a sixth grade girl
who needs help with comprehension and who
is now using the word processor to create her
own comprehension lessons.

Word processing packages designed
especially for schools are on the market. Most
of them provide specific teaching ideas either
in the documentation or on accpmpanying
disks. At least one has the capdbilities for
large-size print both on the screen and on the
printer. More complex word processing,
programs, designed for ho e or business
markets, can also be use successfully in
schools. However, it is not ne ssary to get an
expensive program that has a lot of
sophisticated features, many of which will not
be used..

What To Do Next
Adding .3 data base program to the word

processing package will extend the.values to
be realized through an integration of
technology with reading instruction. One of
the first activities with a data base program in

, the pinary grades might be the creation of a
persorm / file for each child, including name,

5 10
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':q.,. address, favorite TV priogram, favorite ice
crimp flavor and calor of hair. After an
individual.fi le has been created for each class
member, the students can learn to search for

..--all of the children who like strawberry ice
cream, or who live .on Main Street, or who
have brown hare ond, watch a particular
television pr, gram. Data bases about
animals, pes of transportation or
occupa ni can be created and searched in

O s ways,
Older students might plan together and

develop files about inventors, countries, uses
of electricity, fictional characters or any topic
from science, social studies, music,
mathematics, prt, or currant events. Locating
and selecting the data to put into thefiles will
necessitate meaningful applicati,i of study
skills and will demand more purposAul use of
reference materials than copying the first two
hundred words of an encyclopedia article in
order to make a repo t.. Once the data have
been located and en ered, particular items
can be searched and tudied in order to see:
relationships, e.g., thelrelationships between,
weather and crops or between social
conditions and inventions.

There is a trend in the educational
software publishing rparket to provide
composite packages for school purposes. The
componerffs may' include a program to help
Iludents originate and organize ideas in the
pre-writing stages, a word processor; a data
base system, and perhaps a program to allow
students and teachers to write mail to One
another or even to communicate by computer
network with students in other classrooms,
building or states.

Several programs, some with and some
xiithout accompanying word processors, will
Bello students generate and organize
information about which to write. The
students, with teacher guidance, design a
series of questions or sub-topics for a
category. Then they search for pertinent
information to enter into the data base, after
which they can use the material to generate
reports. Various types of composition and
pre-writing programs are available, with
some having specific prepared questions and
topics to which the user must respond, while
others allow the students to be more directly
involved in establishing the topics and sub-

:
topics.

6
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How To Go Forth into More Advtentures`
Good computer simulations and reading.

adventure programs, while npt' as opeh-
ended and flexible as word processing and
data bases, offer opportunities for students to
predict, make choices, and consider factors
that affect decisions and their outcomes.
These types of programs have both'
advantages and problems when used in the
classro gym.

In el simulation, the intent is to represent a
.real event, such as selling hot dogs, trekking
across the continent in colonial days, or
sailing across the ocean. The subject matter is
non-fictional, often in the area of social
studies or science: Simulation's cannot, of
course, re-create all of the conditions of the
real event and the outcome may depend as
much upon conservative responses of
students and the luck of computer random
generation of events as upon understanding
the factors of the situation being represented.

Reading adventure programs are
fictional explorations. The pt'oblem for the
user might be to release animals, find
treasures, solve a . mystery, gather-,
archeological evidence, or go on a camping
trip. The student must make decisions which
then branch the story in the direction chosen.
The games may be replayed with the user
taking clifferent paths each time. The plots of
current ' adventure programs tend to be
mysterkis and science fiction stories, thus they
present a limited range of story structures.
Many of them are criticized as containing
violence and as being sexist.

Despite the concerns, simulations and
adventure games motivate many young
people. The programs can generate much
discussion when students are allowed or
encouraged to plan strategies or to work irn
small groups to decide on particular
responses. Questions about the accuracy and
luthenticity of simulations and about biases

in adventure games provide opportunities for
engaging students in critical evaluation of
materials.

Involving students in the creation of
simulations and adventure programs offers
more learning opportunities than simply \
having them respond to the situations. With
careful planning, these programs can be
developed in such a way that students gain

,

.
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:,increased awareness of story structures, and computer programs cari help them icither
,..
Of organization of information,'' or example; inforniation and enjoy reading, thus helping .'

determining logical , conclUsions, rind for are acquired by reading books and by using ',a-'," -,

the pqths of action for an adventure program them acquire reading abilities. Open-ended L:.A
. . .,_,

might first be diagrammed with a structured Computer programs, such as word
- overview in which each block indicates, on . processing, data bases and utilities programs

alternative. (See figure 1) After the mopping .!-- , -offer the-bes± possibilities for relating the use'
. has been done, students -- individually or in of technology.talhe interactive theory of the 1:;

teams -- writethe segments of the adventures reading process. ,;,,-,

Planning fdr coherence in the plot, fOr Reading literacy and computer literacy , ,;f

consistency in writing style entails meny-----.--computers to accomplish our purposes. ket's ,/.
Ictnguage art§ skills. .

have reading lessons in which students really
The computer programming for a 'read for inf,ormcition and enjoyment. Let's -,

simulationor adventure game can be done in 'have lessons .in which Students use the ---.'

/BASIC or LOGO. Often a student can do the 'computer as a tool in wayi whit truly take
1 programming, if the teacher has not advantage of its uniqueiapabilirtes ,and"--
I mastered the language. If BASIC is being functions. Let's use technology wisely as ono s.

taught to students, the programming of ari means of implementing the new definition of
I. adventure game can be a very meaningful
i way to introduce PRINT, GOTO, INPUT, and ,.

41 IP/THEN. REFERENCE

1 The list processing capabilities of Logo, Michigan Reading Association. Reading Redefined: A 1.

of which many people_are unaware, can be Michigan Reading Association Position Paper,"

used to,.progra 1983.short adventure games.
Logo can also be used for writing sentences,

E. poetry anckstories in which the user inputs
,

personalized, data. Students who develop _ .

their own list processing programs using Lo
gain many insights into the structure of the /
English language (and possibly . other
languages as well). Anyone who is involv d
with computers as an educational too is

DIAGRAM FOR THE START OF AN
encouraged to look into the possibilities of ADVENTURE GAME,
LOGO os a programming language, as a

.. learning philosophy, and as a way for
students to gain increased understandings
about languages in general. -,_____=_

However, neither the teacher --nor the { in the house i 1 in'the yard 1,

students have to do the' programming of
adventure programs and simulations. Utilities
programs are available which provide the
framework in which the students can insert : scavenger magic
their story segments and can indicate the 1 hunt

_ .. . .

1 I show
hide;andl [v011eyba-1.

seek game /
branching desired. These programs can also

L \ / \ / \
,

be adapted to non-fiction reports and book
reviews.

.

How To Integrate Reading Literacy and
Computer Literacy .

People read for information and
enjoyment. If students get information and
enjoyment when engaged in the reading
process, they are learning t6read and
reading to lea. r Carefully selected

FIGURE 1

L A Birthday Party

12



itoCm, Ram and Reason

The age of information has an ived. We in
public education are about to embark on c
voyage through some very treacherous,
unchut ted water called computer education.
In most instances, this trip hasbeen mandated
by ou`r highly technological .society and
higher educational bodies,.who proclaim that
the present system of education is
inadequate. We are being set asail for the
purpose of discovering a panacea for all of
our instructional ills. This article speaks to
both adminioitators and teachers in
providing a course of examining issues and
directions for this ,newest of educational.
endeavors.

Plotting the Course
There are many (actors which will

ultimately determine if the incorporation of
computers into education will result in a
tremendous step forward or a dismal fall
backward in providing meaningful
instructional experiences for kids. Here are a
few of these factors for consideration:

- Adequate funding for programs
Teacher acceptance and cooperation

- Efficient management in scheduling
and use of computer time

Candice Carlile
University of Houstcw
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- The.determination and measurement of
sound educational objectives

7 The critical evaluation of software
before incorporation' into, the
instructional program

The factors which will be addressed in this
'article, acceptance and cooperation of 2>

, teacher's, determination and measurement of ''
objectives, and ev luation of software, are .7
perhaps the most ortant because they.
ultimately determine only means of
unlocking and opening th door to the future

, of computers in educatio .
.

1

Boarding tl 4/essel
To what c ;e should teachers become

computer liter.o.9? The mtority of our public
school systems are presently wrestling with
this question. Joseph Weizenbaum (1984), a
professor of comiguter science at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
addresses ,this issue by saying that everyone
need not know the mechanics of computer
language to be able to successfully deal with

, the new technology. He sees computers as
becoming more and more invisible in our lives
as they assume the function of simply being
components in more complex instruments
which students and teachers will operate On
the other hand, The Elementary and
Secondary Schools Subcommittee of the
Association for Computing Machinery (1981),
has identified specific competencies that they
feel should be required of every educator:

(1) The ability to read and write simple
computer programs

(2) Experience or training in using
computers in education

(3) An awareness of the capacity and
limitations of computers

13



(4) A working knowledge of computer
technology and the history. of
computer applications

(5) A bask un'ierstanding of thebethical
and social Implications of using
computers.

So, how many, hours of training -and how
involved should teachers be expected to
become in working with the computer? I

sugges that teachers should make that
determination. Decisions should come after
careful consideration of the' following
questions: ,

- How comfortale do I feel teaching
with machjnes?

- Am I ingested in learning more about
corniters? .

- D rl feel that the computer might bezo
ble to help me meet the needs of some

students that I 'have been unable to
reach?
How seriously is my school district
committing itself to the promotion of
computer education? ,

A national survey conducted in 1983
(Ingersoll, Smith and Elliot) indicated that a
majority of teachers, at all grade levels, had
favorable attitudes toward microcomputers
in the classroom. Allowing teachers a choice
as to their degree of involvement in the
program can only odd to it; chances of
success.

Setting Sail
We can't move forward, if we don't'know

where, were going. Once there is funding
available to operate and teachers willing to
implement, the most critical factor is that of
establishing a roadmap or set of objectives
for our program. Gary Donhardt '(1984)
stresses that this cannot be done until u
philosophy of education is determined. One's
epistemological orientation will not only
determine what will comprise the
educational experience but 0156 how the
material will be presented. To formulate a
philosophy in regard to computer ecgication,
one might begin by answering ,'the following
questions:

(1) What are tWong range national and
state goals regarding computer education?
What adjustments must be made on a district
level to be in compliance with these goals?

(2) What is the established philosophy of

9

the' schoo' district reg!cling the
teaching /learning experience? Where
should the computer fit into this process? Will .

it be necessary for the teacher's role to
change with the introduction otthe computer
into this environment?

(3) Does the existing curriculum
emphasize teacher-centered or child-
centered education? Should the computer be
used for discovery learning, motivational
techniques, transmission of information, drill
and practice, or all of the above?

(4) What expectations does the/.
community have of the school in regard to
computer education? Is simply making
children "literate" sufficient? What
responsibility does the school have in
promoting'the future of our society?

These quesions and many more must be
considered before a Comprehensive
philosophy of computer education can 'be
established for a school district. Only after
this step is taken can meaningful goals and
objectives be determined. With this,
curriculum evaluation -Procedures can be
established to provide continuous feedback
on the program so that it can be revised to
keep pace with rapidly changing research
and technology.

Stephan Chorover (1984) warns
educators about following an established
"recipe for disaster" in which they introduce
computers from the top down. The hardware
is chosen, software is ordered, teachers are
trained and then everyone tries to establish
the goals and objectives of the program. The
very last step is usually to look back at the
established system to try and figure out
whether it will indeed be helpful in meeting
these goals and objectives. He emphasizes,
that teachers and students should be involved
at all stages of the planning process when
establishing a computer education program.

Sink or Swim?
Whether teachers choose to be simply at

the user level of computer literacy or devote
hours after school writing programs, there is
one task which each must perform to insure
quality, computer instruction. That task is the
one of critically evaluating every piece of
software which passes through the classroom
door. Ti is is definitely not a task to be
performed by supervisory personnel over
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coffee at the administrptiOn building. Only
classroom teachers are aware'" of the
chlmging needs, capabililies and limitafron
drtiieir students. Only teachers ate there t
observe the comments, frustration. and joy
which a particular software program co
generate. The National Survey on
Microcomputers in American Public Sac; Is
(1983), which was mentioned earli r,
uncovered the overwhelming concern of
teachers for quality software. Curr nt
software was considered t be ull,

`unimaginative, land of q estiona le
pedagogical soundness.- Teach s felt hat
many of the progiams constitute ore
thpn electronic flitshcards and work. oks.
This pthiir quality`pf "first wave" softw
primarily due toj the fact that few of the
programs have; learner objectives! and
virtually none are subjected to critical field
testing with ki So, the safest ay to
approach the issue is to conside your
classroom an experimental environm nt and
make a conscidus effort to evolua e each
software progrlam using these or/ similar

iquestions. i
- Is an ability level specified?
- Are learner objectives presented?
- What is t e purpose of the program? Is

it to tea h, reinforce, motivate?
How di icult is it to use? Can the
student nderstand what he is to do
without eachtr intervention?
How lo g does the program run? Will it
fit into y classroom schedule?
What i the auditory and visual quality
of the rogram? Do the graphics and
colors kidd to the instruction or d9 they
distra t?

Schools hould only purchase software on
a trial basis with time allowed for teachers to
screen the aterial and return that which is of
poor quality. As long as we continue to
accept su standard software from dealers,
the quality of the offerings will not improve. It
is up to r sponsible educators, not software
dealers, Ito set the standards for our
instructio al materials.

Conclusi n
Thero is no way to avoid the entry of the

computer into public education. Naisbitt
(1982) says that there will soon be three
required languages in our society: English,

10
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Spanish, and computer. It is our responsibility
as educators to welcome this new technology
into our schools with both enthusiasm and
reason. Willis," Johnson and Dixon (1983)
warned that most innovations in education
fail because of "enthusiastic missionaries of
technology who allow their enthusiasm,to
overwhelm their 'sensibilities."' We must
proceed cautiously in deciding philosophies,
writing goal's and objectives, establishing
cui-riculum ' evaluation pocedures and
enlistir.ig dedicated teachers to insure the
success of our programs. If computer
education goes the way of progressive
education, we have only ourselves to blame.
Let's take the necessary time and precautions
to be sure that we con all swim before

into the ocean!!
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WOr4 Processing:
Practical Ideas and

References for Teachers
Kathy BroWn

No doubt your school has computers now
and you are wondering how to use them.
wisely. One of the most versatile uses is word
processing, particularly in conjunction with a
printer. Most software is limited to a specific
gone ( or set of games) or perhaps a subject
area, while word processing uses area as
varied PS the writers' imaginations. Many
different word processing programs are
available, as are study typing programs
which can aid in faster and mijare.i- *ndependent
use of the computer. Listen in the following
paragraphs, pre a number of activities
teachers haA described as being successful,
and which could be easily adapted for your
classroom use. These activities include
creative writing, newspapers and
newsletters, language experience, and
outlining.

Creative Writing
Most creative writing activities can easily

be done on a word processor. Children can
write fan letters, thank you letters, letters to
the newspaper, monster stories, stories about
favorite movies or TV programs, and even
software reviews (Huntington, p. 23) Otber
possibilities are science fiction stories, poetry,

Kathy Brown
Eastern Michigan University
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and choose-your-own adventure Jories. A
printer can enhance poetry with special
shapes and print styles. Choose-your-own-
adventure stories are excellent for learning
sequence and branching.

Children will also enjoy writing secret
letters or messages on the ward processor. In
one classroom, cited in the Geoffrion book,
over 1500 letters were written in one year.
(Geoffrion' p. 146) For those such as Fred
Huntington who subscribe to the idea that the
best Way to learn to write well is to write lots,
that is very encouraging. (Huntington, p. 23)

The shell story is particularly effective
with c, word processor. A shell story is made
on a master disk with built-in blanks for such
things as a child's name, town, address,
friends, favloerte animal's name, and so on.
Each child an insert his own information,
enter it using the search and replace feature,
and then enjoy a story suited just to
him.Children can save their own creative
work and shell stories on disks fbrifater review
or editing, and ciao save a variety of stories
over a term to print as q book. Illustrations
can be added by hand Or with the colnputer,
perhaps using Logo.

Robert Morgan also recommends using
the word processor to contrast writing styles
bq comparing a piece with vivid adjectives to
alioiher without such descriptors. Students
can also take a -bare bones.. piece and add
descriptive words tolenrich it. The pieces can
then be printed arvil compared with others.
(Morgan, p. 9) Another twist would be to write
a familiar story several different ways, such as
presenting it as a 'newspaper article, comic
book, politician'S speech, or a romance.
Some good exan4ples of this ore given in the
Bank Street Writer Student Activities
section, p. 5-5. Speed and ease of editing are

16
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the rationale for doing these activities on the
word processor.

Word processing has alb been successful
. for encouraging students to revise wor,'.

Virginia Bradley notes fKat "research has
shown that revision is one of the most
important parts of the composing process,
but students dc.i't receive much instruCien in
how to do it, rind they don't revise- very

i much,- (Bradley, p. 733) A word processor
enables the writer to quickly move, add, or
delete words, sentences, or paraghephs, thus .
encouraging more extensive editing..Specific

: activities for re-arranging sentences in a
paragraph, dividing 6n essay 'into
paragrqphs, and removing repetitious words
or phrases are given, in the Student Activity
portion of Bank Street Wrifer, pp. 5-9 to 5-
19."

Virginia Bradley reported on a study with
small groups of sixt%graders who were first
introduCed to tile comPilter and then used a
word aCcessor to do sentence combining, a
technique which has been used to improve
writing fluendy. She noted that students were
generally able to grasp the editing 'and
typing concepts rapidly, completed the
sentence combinations successfully, . ili,c d

appeared to enjoy the whole prose s.
(Bradley, p. 742) Having students type their
own material in this way is advantageous in
ierms:of teach' time as well as in providing
meaningful independent work for stucents.

One teacher used a word processor to
teach..paragraph structure to educationally
handicapped children. inter being
introduced to the parts of a paragraph, the
class chose a popular topic: chocolate chip
cookies. A teachertyped list was made of the
succulent details of the subject; then the main
idea statement, supporting details, and
closing statement were compiled. Another
day students reviewed the paragraph ports
on a hard copy and underlir*d each in
diffnrent colors to highlight them. Later'
activities included *sing similar paragraph
structure in other writing assignments In this
class the teacher typed and printed the
paragraphs, students edited their own work,
and then received a hard copy as their
reword. (1Ittlefle. Id, September 1983, p. 26-7)
rho' activity seems appropriate for regular
classrooms as well.

V

For,chilclien whose poOr handwritingis a
major block to both writing Bind revising, the
ward process's offers a good way to Lypass
those problems. The poor .!landwriter can
instead concentrate on the product of his
efforts rather than the pencil process,
hopefully changing his negative attitude
about writing as hepees the ease of moving
text rend the professional appearance of his
fine!

Newspapers and Newsletters.
Little expense is usually involved in word-

processed class newspapers. Reporters can
write articles, editors- correct and do
revisions, and typesetters arrange material
forg printing :- all on a disk or twa. (Mason, p.,

'553) This requires . coordination and
scheduling and quite a bit of group work, all
useful for students to learn. According 'to
Donald Graves, it is very important to publish
children's work frequently; because children
who see that their work is read ISfs other

...
students, parents, and friends, instead of just
the teacher, are far more likely to take -the
tire to write and edit. carefully. (GreeA p. 21)
Typing and 'printing with a.ward processor
makes frequent publishing relatively easy.

A fifth grade social studies class, used
word processing to develop a newsletter.
After reading materials about Aztecs, each
child wrote a paragraph on what he learned.
The paragraphs were typed by the teacher
and printed without students' names. The
entire class reviewed the paragraphs to
develap a list of possible Aztec topics.
Students then wrote short reports on an
individual topic, using the material from the
first-draft paragraphs and other research,
These reports were typed and printed, and

- then edited in turn by the original student
writer, a small class group, and finally the
whole class for syntax, spelling, and clarity.
The result was a professional appearin
newsletter. Each draft was teacher-type
computer- printed for speed, ease of revs
and professional product. The entire process
took 3.4 days. (Wolff, p. 799) In this case, a
major advantage was that students spent a
great deal of time on the editing tasks and
were able to read easily what the words
were, rather than struggling over each

oth r's handwriting.
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An interstate classroatm newspaper is
being run by mailing disks atween 'schools in
Alaska and California. Students write on' a
variety of subjects, from sports to making a
bolagnq sandwich. In the process many
cultural and geographical differences have
become apparent. Students are using The
Computer 'Chronicles Prompter, a
software tool which guides students' writing
in English or Spanish and which contains
prompts for the type of story being written.
Editorial boards are set up, to coordinate
stories anikto editirv5. Editors are required to
give reasons for accepting or rejecting
stories. They know that their work will be read
in distant places by'other students so they try

r to be very careful. The venture has been so
successful that a company has been set up to
foster this type of exchange and to establish

,:nternational editions. (Horowitz, p. 48)

Outlining
, Another use for word processing is to

teach outlining. After generating or being
given a list of words, phrases, or sentences,
students can learn to use the word processor
to create outlines. Text movement is so sinaple
that in.a short 'time phrases can be moved or
changed without tedious re-copying. (Mason,
p. 553)

Language Experience Activities
Some teachers, especially in primary

grades; hove used Bank Street Writer and
other programs to record individual or group'
language experience stories. Ease of editing
allows discussion and revision of stories
rapidly, and each child can'get a printed
copy as he watches. (Mason, p. 552) LEA is
even easier when a large monitor is available
for groups to view. Children feel as if what
they say is more important when displayed on
a screen, and even better when printed neatly
on paper Virginia Bradley asserts that use of
computers with LEA has broubht: (1) longer
stories, (2) more changes' and corrections
made during the process, (3) less loss of
interest as speedy typing enters ideas, and (4)
children happy to get a hard copy. (Bradley,
p. 737)

One minor note of caution about using
computers is sounded by Fred Huntington,
asserting that .it is not enough to buy ..o
program; show the child how to turn on the

7

computer, and say to .to it.' You must it
do* n with the student, gd through the
directions together, and supervise at least for
a while." (Huntington, p. 22) However, since
the skills of writing, editing, and revising will
bear fruit irt.so many areas of the curriculum,
you will finthhe effort very worthwhile, With
well-Oanned 'lessons and the inherent high
,student interest, itt cormuteis, You should be
able to oke, this valuable technology to good
advantdre in your reading and writing
program.
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Computerizedij -. Comprehension"

Whe I was first introduced to computers,
I had no i ea the effect they would hal/eon
.my 'life or he lives of my students. Throughout
the last 1'r years I have become proficient at
using wicriocomputers in nearly all aspects of
my life. One of,the areas that has been most
affected is my role as a teacher.

I have been `doing private tutoring for
several years, relying on traditional methods
(games, role reversals, and paper and pencil
tasks) for working with my students. Though
these methods were generally successful, I

was often unhappy with using the same kinds
of activities that frustrated my students in the
classroom. Furthermore, I was tired of
spending long hours developing
individualized materials.

Since my area of teaching spEftialty is
reading; the majority of my students seek help
in the language arts. For help in this area, I
have found'the computer to be a particularly
helpful tool when used as a word processor.

Throughout my teaching experiences I

have gathered numerous ideas for dealing
with various reading difficulties. Recently I
began selecting some of the most worthwhile
ideas and transposing them' into computer
programs and/or activities. I have found this

Dianne Novak
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surprisingly, easy to do, and "selling these
activities to my. students even easier, They
often seem unaware they're doing the same'
"boring" activities on the computer that they
used to do with \paper and pencil. I have
watched with great pleasure as their interest
and motivation have increased and success
rates heightened.

I have been_particu rly pleased to watch
the progress of Ingo, e of, my current
`students. 4ngo has excelle honic and word
recognition skills, though er Eomprehension
is very low, approximately three years below
her sixth grade level, When I first began
working with Ingo, II used several of the
traditional methods previously mentioned.
AftZtr two months of work, I noticed little
difference in her reading ability but a large
drop in interest. I had not used the computer
with Ingo, as comprehension activities did not
seen suited to that medium. Now, however, I
decided it was time to "computerize" Ingo
and her comprehension development
program. I spent several hours developing
activities using my Commodore 64, computer
and OmniWriter word processing system.
The results have more than paid for the time
invested.

One of the mainstays in Ingo's
comprehension program has been a large
variety of doze procedures. These activities,
which consist of reading passages with
selected words replaced by blank spaces, are
helping Ingo to develop her usage of context
clues, broaden her vocabulary, and become
more aware of passage content. The
development of numerous doze procedures
ccin be time consuming and frustrating. (I
always faget to leave the bIanks!Okiowever,
with the word processor, there is no problem.
I can quickly type in passages and later go

?1,
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withback and replace specific .words with klonk
spaces. My beginning word processing
students can even type in their own passages.
They, like most beginners,, are more than
willing to type 'anything, just for practice.
They can even proof their passages with the
aid of a spelling checker. Once a passage is
entered and saved, it is a simple task to
retrieve it from the disk, insert the blank
spaces, and resave the "cut" passage.
Inserting, the blanks can be easily done with
the search and replace function found,on
most word processors, or by scrolling through
the passage. The ability to save the "uncut"
and "cut" passages on disk allows extra
miledge from one passage, as it is always
possible to retrieve any passage, modify it,
and resave it under a different file name.
(Montgomery, 1984)

Previously, when doing the doze
activities with paper and pbncil, Inga would
become frustrated quickly. She would leave
many blanks unfilled and be satisfied with
improper syntactic or semantic responses.
Now, however, she strives to filLeach blank
with an acceptable response. When she
completes the 'activity on the screen she is
please0; but when she receives the hard copy,
a rare Moment of pride appears on her face!

Also, her ability to assist in the
devel4ment of activities has been an
enlightening and motivating experience for
her. I use many different sources for the
development of the doze activities. (Bortnick

Lopardo, 1973) Inga often provides the
material herself with a story, newspaper
article, game instructions, or content area
text. These variations have not only helped to
develop Ingo's comprehension, but also to
adjust her reading rate according to the
material. She has begun to note that certain
kinds of words have greater importance in
different types of passages.

Part of the success of Inga's program is
due to the variations from the standard

deletion of every fifth word in a passage:.
One of the most successful variations is the
deletion of specific types of words, such as
nouns, verbs, adverbs, or adjectives. ;Bortnick
8 Lopardo. 1973; Montgomery, 1984) I often
let Inga create these activities herself. I type in
the original passage (Figure 1) and then hove
her go through and blank out all occurrences'
of a certain type of word, perhaps nouns

5.
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(Figure 2). At a later time, after I hove
standardized the length of the blanks (Figure
3), I have Inge fill the blanks with new )uns
(Figure 4). Then, we compare her passage to
the original (still stored on disk) to note how
the new nouns have changed the meaning of
the passage.

A related acCvity is the omission of key
words or parts of words. For example, the first '

or last words in each sentence can be deleted, .

or prefixes, suffixes, or root words can be the
basis for-the-actitlity.-

Another type of practice is provided. by
omitting large sections of text from a
passage. Often I-delete the central or eg,dingi
portion of a passage and have Inge fill in the
gap. This type of activity was previously very
frustrating for her and she would make little
attempt to create a sensible, let alone
creative, passage. Doing this activity with the
word processor seems to have sparked her
interest and creativity. This has really
surprised me. Perhaps the computer screen
and blinking cursor ove less intimidating and
more encouraging than a blank sheet of
paper. Also, it seems the knowledge that
writings tan be quickly and easily changed
and will always appear in neat, readable
form, is truly enough to motivate even the
poorest of writers. (Daiute, 1982; O'Brien,
1984) By mercy providing a different tool for
writing, Inges compositions hcive not only
grown in length, INA in content as well. Also,
she is more wiling to rewrite or add on tf
passages.

One of the nicest outcomes of using the
computer and word 'processor with Inge has
been her change in attitude. She is more
willing to trrnew activities and to correct old
ones. Also, she now takes the work done with
me and proudly displays it to her classroom
teacher, family, and friends. She is no longer
a "closet tutee" but a happy computer
student! Since I keep in close contact with
Ingo.s mother I was alv.;ays aware when she
"forgot" to bring her papers home. This is no
longer a problem for I always have a copy on
disk. Thus, no more lost paper syndrome!

Obviously, the computer and word
processor can be used for much more than
creating dote procedures and developing
creative writing. Perhaps not every student
can enjoy the success Inga has, but isn't it
worth a try?

20
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9 Figure 1

One night the Smitl went for a walk in theforest. They came upon large clearing.
Suddenly, it started to rain softly. They tan back through the woods to their cabin. When ,
they went inside, they found a green box on it kitchen table. The box was.quietly moving,
The Smiths watched the box all night. T next morning it turned into a beautiful bird and
flew towards the sun.

- .

Figure 2
e

.
,

.ie 'the wenf for a iii the . came upon a large . Suddenly, --.

started to rain softly. ---, ran back through the to their . When ---- went inside; --
found a green --- on their kitchen' - The , was quietly moving. The watched the - --

all . The next turned into a beautiful ---- and flevetawards the ---.

Figure 3

One the went for a in the . came upon a large ----- . Suddenly,

started to rain softly. ran back through the, to their . The was quietly moving.

The watched the all . The next turned into a beautiful and flew

towards the

Figure 4

One time the alien went for a ride in the spaceship. It came upon a large star. Suddenly, it
started to rain softly. It run back through the rain totheir ship: When he went inside, he
found a green warshin on their kitchen table. The marshin was quietly moving. The marshin
watched the ship 911 day. Thenext day he turned into a beautiful flower and flew towards
the ground..
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As we enter the .80.s we have become a

computerized society. The words mainframe,
micro, and. data base became part of our
every day life. It was only 'a matter of time
before the advant6ges of microcomputers

P were viewed `in terms of academic grpwth.
This was a new frontier for both publishers
and pedagogues. Seeing the potential
market programmers and publishers wgnied
to capitalize on it. Some produced well
thought out and sound educational
materials, while others *ire." together
anything and everything imaginable and
labeled it "educational... Teachers reacted in
one of three ways: suspicion, interest, or
support. Those who ,4ere suspicious
remembered'the funds spent on the cure -tills.
Those who ' were interc.,ttA realized the
possiblity of usefulness. Those who were
supportive saw the practicality in regard to
record keeping, review and motivation, but
only after serious consideration of their
reading programs. It matters little what
category you are in, computer assisted
instruction iv here to stay. Why not take
advantage of .it?

Perhaps the first thing to understand is
why computerized learning can fail. The
following items are the major inhibitors of
successful computer usage in the classroom.
Too often teachers' rush into the purchase of
disks that look appealing. In their haste they
end up with a conglcmeration of programs
that stress no particular objective or
objectives. Ovteruse is another pitfall.,
Students do not need to be on the computer
ever day. Too much computer instruction
causes the motivational value to decrease.
Buying disks without previewing them can be
a teacher's downfall and an advertiser's
delight. Programs that look great in a catalog

tThe E ettiveUse
of.Camputers in the
Reading. Curriculum

Greg Bolak

1

+ -, , -,-r .-

can often fall far short of their pronounced
claims. There are two important elements
that are overlooked that concern the student;
sending the child to the computer without any
explanation of the lesson or how the
computer is to be ust.d. Sending the leiarner to
the cerntwter withoW any introduction or
practice on a skill is inviting disaster. Equally
catastraphie. is assuming the child knows how
to use the computer. inc,ching the function of
the keyboard is an nhie;:tive in itself, Why ore
the keys scattered? Do I enter a iletterwr
whole word? Do I push the space bar or:the
return key? How do I erase my mistakes? Why
did everything disappear when I pushed the
reset button? These are only a few of the
civestions that will be asked at one time or
another, :wally when you. are trying to
interact with other students engaged in
another lesson. A teacher must also take into
accoi,nt the difficulty of the directionshot
appear on the screen. Imagine what can go
through the mind of a primary unit student
Who is working on beginning sounds, if the
entire face of the monitor is filed with
instructions.

In order to avoid problems before they
arise you must detide on what you wish to
accomplish, whL.t programs rela:e to the
objective, how long wileach child spend at
the computer, and what computer skills are.
necessary to facilitate ease of the computer's
capabilitiks. Think of your reading curriculum
before you purchase any software. Word
games and speed reading programs may be
glamorous but useless ;f the thrust of your
program is compreheosion skills. Keep your
purchases in line with your objectives! Time
on task is an important consideration. Has the
child demonstrated mastery of a specific
objective? If so, there is no reasc n for him to
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keep pushing keys. The time spent on the
carnpUter shot:Actbe quality time and not
redundant. The cortiputer can be excellent for
matching instructional level with the aptitude
of the learner, if used correctly. Prior to any
computer exercise the children should be
made aware of what will be asked of them.
The teacher should demonstrate how to
choose and enter answers so that the children
can effectively interact with the program.
This modeling will save time for everyone in
the classroom. If the instructor defines the
objectives, chooses the correct level of
difficulty, models the necessary ,behaviors,
and provides reinforcement from both the
teacher and the technology,.',.the
microcomputer can be an excellent tool for
re-mediation, reinforcement, and enrichment.
If some of these techniques sound like the
effective teaching philosophy, you're correct.

11-s- :::
I

'Pon:

In order to avoid a "shotgun" approach
to learning the teacher should determine
what objective or objectives are to be
stressed. In the reading lab we strive to
remediate or strengthen the areas of student
weakness. We must first determine the deficit
on which we will focus our attention. This can
be done by an item analysis of standardized
tests, diagnostic tests or teacher-made tests.
We then must deorretine whether or not there
are other elements or parts necessary to the
accomplishment of the broader objeNe. A
skill such as synonyms would be a singular
objective while comprehension is
multifaceted. Now we can begin to select
appropriate software. The software should
reflect tIie skills on which we will be working.
If at all possible, the teacher should irreview

. i
4

t. The software should reflect the grade level
of the.students and be graduated in terms of
difficulty. Programs that start easy and
prqgress to hard provide needed success for
some students and a challenge for others.

Nov that we have the format and
materials in hand, it is time to teach the
lessons. There are two of them, one deals with
curricular subjecrmetter and the other on the
operation of the microcomputer to be used

the child. Subject matter takes precedence
at all times. It is here that explanations are
given, questions are answered, directions are
given and activities provided. This is

' 'something a computer cannot do well. Even a
"tutorial" program ha4 few respohses when
compared to a teacher. It is a fott that when it
comes to the introdUction of lessons we
humans do a much better job. After the lesson
has been taught and practice activities
provided, we can utilize the technology. We
must first explain to. the student how to
interact with the computer. We would do this
by stressing the appropriate keYs,, correction
of mistakes, and entering of a response. This
area of instruction takes on less and less
import*ce as the child becomes familiar
with a wider variety of programs and the
functions of the keybogrd. The computer
adds another dimension to our activities and
one that is greatly enjoyed, if core is taken to
avoid confusion and disappointment in the

. student.
While the children are engaged in the

computer assisted instruction we should
check to see what specific difficulty the.

ildren are having with the given lessbn. Do
he children truly understand the subject

matter? Is there a particular question or skill

:
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witl which the majority of the class has
problems! Thee are two of the most
important areas to which we become
attbned. There are some programs with
teacher record keeping features that do this.

By going into the software's Mind system a
child's or group's mistakes . and positive
responses are documented. This information
con be used to pinpoint areas to be retaught.,can

must also be paid to the child's
interplay with the progrgm. If this is not a
concern, we could have a child . whose
knowledge of the subject matter is adequate
but not reflected' in his scoring due to
improper keyboard usagely being alert we
can minimize the amount of unnecessary
mistakes.

Perhaps the strongest attribute of the
computer in 'education is its ability to give
immediate reinforcement, motivcte, and
totally involve the student. With computer
assisted instruction there is no log time
between student response and reinforcement
of that reaction. The reinforcement can take
many, forms because of the computer's
graphic capabilities. The some animated
graphics that provide reinforcement also

A

,- ".

'. 4'3;
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..-
moti ate. Many of the programs use the

.i,,.

corre t responses along with graphics to aid..
the st dent in reaching a goal. Building. a -:

..,

moon se, feeding animals, making words !:

disappear, and following o'path to its end are
- if

only a few of the items/ used to promote
correct iesponses. Our ,children accept the 7'

challenge of computer,tessons with the same
'fervor that they accIpt the chaIInge of a
video game. The micro can easil focus and
direct the student's attention on the lesson at
hand. It con be used as o study carrell without
the physical boundaries. The time spent at the
computer is, more often than not, quality time
and time spent involved with the lesson.

There is no denying the fact that the

computer has had a profound effect on
society. Computer training has been 4

'mandated by many school districts,
encouraged by admi'nistrators, and
requested by parents. We as educators are
being asked to respond. By careful and well
thought out selection of material, knowledge
of the technology's potential, and meaningful
incorporation of computer assisted
instruction into our reading curriculum, we .

can respond in a positive Ninner. ,
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A LifelOhg LOW, Affair
With :Reading

Dr. Anne E. Hughes'

"Of All the diversions of life,
there is none so proper to fill
up its empty spaces as the
reading of useful and entertaining
,authors."

Ibid %

As a Child...
Nothing is as beautif4,1 or morefun than

to read to the Toddler who brings his favorite
book to you and requests a reading of the
same old book which you have read aloud

. over and oveand over. This is the stage in life
when the wonderful world of words come
through the magic of sound. The little listener
responds to the words by laughing, by loving,
by fantasizing and even by falling asleep with
the warmth of the story thoughts,dancing in
his head. The sense of sight adds, to the
imagination of the tot as the colorful faces of
animals, flowers, toys, children, families and
fairies dance across the pages.

This is the *inning of what can be a life-
long love affair with reading.

As a Young Learner...
Many five year olds 'enter school as

kindergartners with a good sense of rending

Dr. Anne E. Hughes
Staff, Our Lady of the Lake University .

San Antonio, Texas
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as they have been read to by adults for a
number of their few% years. The fortunate
children among them hove gained a sense of
reading by becoming listeners, speakers and
observers of the language. For children who
are skoducts of adults-with a strong sense of
"parenting," life is full of language-signs. The
signsof changestn nature have words, the
things of home have words and all the
signs, of 'the community have words. if
there ;is a doubt, ask the next child you mot to
identify a troffic stop light, a "Star Wars"
character or the McDonald arches. There are ,

numerous other' sight-signs and words that
are as familiar to children as eating or
breathing itself. Thus many youngsters enter
school with great enthusiasm and interest in
reading. Teachers need only feed this natural
interest by introducing the young learner to
the development of reading skills which will
give him the opportunity to expand his
reading horizons. .

As a Young Student...
Unfortunately, the -formal" period

called reading in the elementary school-
sometimes lessens the fresh enthusiasm the
young child brings to school. The wise,
motivating teacher, however, teaches the
skills of reading using the wealth of children's
literature as the vehicle. Examples of this can
be seen throughout the whole of the
literature.

Phonics:
Can you think of a happier or more

musical way of teaching phonics through
poetry or rhyme?

25



"Birds are swarming,
Southward bound;
Bruised fruits rot,
Upon the ground."

In Quesrof Treasure
Irma G. Rhodes, p.

"On every rose
A diamond crown
Illuminates
Her velvet gown.-

Same as above -
p. 24

Whether the consonent is initial, medial
or final the pronunciation is heard in either
.isolation or in a blend and enjoyed as a key
which unlocks a meaning with the
understanding of the word-itself.

Structure:
The magic of words lies in the fact that the

structure of words determines the single Word
which can be changed or modified by
prefixes and/or suffixes added to the root of
the word. Then there is the unusual spelling
syStern of the English language: Because
there are many ways to learn,, it is not unusual
that [earning is mare likely to occur if "fun" or
excitement is part of the language- learning
environment. Is it any wonder why Alice in
Wonderland by Lewis Carroll is a classic?

"Find aut how it feels suddenly
to grow nine feet tall _____ or to shrink
to a tiny three inches!
Alice's world is like none you've
ever known."

The structure of thought may be a word, a
phrase or an entire story but comprehension
is the goal of the reading experience and
human emotions are an inherent part of this
experience for this experience have lasting
meaning..,

As a Youn&Adult...
The more we read, the more we realize

that reading is such a necessary part of living
that we take it for granted, For success in

school, reeding is an essential in every
subject, at every level and for every day. Let's

consider some steps for becoming avid
I eadels:
(1 j Study the known to predict the unknown.

This is essential for good,
comprehensive reading in the physical

.g. ,..;
:

sciences and the social sciences. 'US

.,,

Getting'Along in Youi. Family (by ,-

Naylor) is a book which explores various
aspects of °living in a family and helps

.,.
students to understand the dynamics of
human relationships. " . :

The Accident (b)t,Carrick) helps an 1
understanding 'father learn to masten his
grief over a sudden death.

(2) Examine people and events for everyone
can be new and different and
threatening.

Social Studies presents stories of real
life people and events and "through the
continuing, adventure and intellectuals
involvement of reading, the different con
become known and understood, if not 1

alvays accepted. 'The customs and habits.
of the world can be learned through
words written about others. In Jaguar,
My Twin (by Lipton) we read that the
Zinacantecs. of Medico believe that each
person has a twin spirit from the animal
world! Strange, you say, but many believe
and act upon this belief so it is important'
that we understand this heritage and
these people.

(3) Expand your vocabulary to say just what
you want to say by using the right words.

Words become a part of us by
reading and hearing these wordA in
context and then using them in our daily
conversations. The more often we read
nevi words in daily experienced, the more
readily wa understand how they can be
used and the more easily we can make
those words work for us and our daily
needs.

As a Mature Adult Until Death Do Use

Part:
A' our title stated, -reading is a life-long

love affair." The reader leaves school,
whether that be at the high school level or
beyond the college years, reading all the way
along. That ability helps him achieve a
diploma, a college degree and, finally, a
place in the world of work. It is a sure thing
that success at work or business requires
reading mastery to attain a position and the
opportunity to grow on the job. As important,
or maybe more important is the place of

21
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recreational reading. In this age of stress-
related jobs, the joy of reading for sheer
recreational purposes cannot possibly be
measured. If there is any doubt of this, just
look around you. On every train, on every
plane, in every hotel lobby, in all airline
terminals of the world, we see readers
reading *I the time. They are reading
newspapers, magazines, tabloids, and books
both paperbacks and hardbounds. And these
readers are those persons who are "on the
road." It would be impossible to estimate the
readers and what they read among the more
settled of our communities. An interesting
group is the Senior citizen group of our
people. There you find the real appreciators
of the printed word. Just pictiTre "Gertie" a
warm and wonderful 84 year old "youngster"
who is the most knowledgeable and
interested personality to the fact that she is an
inveterate reader. She can.talk with the best
of them on matters such as reasons for the

(Continued from Page 13)
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latest national el-Iction results, the great
success of her beloved Tiger Baseball World
Champions, the state of affairs in the U.S,S.R.,
the work of the new Prime Minister of
Canada, the latest women's fashions, and on
and on. Need we wonder further why-Gertie
is a popular member of any grbucrfor she has
an alive and lively love-affair with reading.
As Kipling said (to paraphrase the great
writer), she "walks w!th Kings but does not
lose the common touch.". She loves words:
and they love her in return.
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Using the Newspaper

1111) Ten
Classroom:

n Creative Activities
Dr. Nicholas P. Criscuolo

It has been estimated that approximately
eighty percent of elementary classrooms use
a basal reader as the major vehicle .for
reading instruction. Since tbe days of Dick
and Jane, there have been many changes in
the format and design of ba ;al readers.
Although their use is frequently criticized in
the literature, they do have broad -based
appeal for many youngsters who read them.

Publishers have made vast improvements
in the content of basal readers and many
teachers find that the Teachers Manuals
accompanying a particular series contain
many useful and practical- ideas for
developing important reading skills.

One major concern, however,
surrounding the use of basal readers is that
some teachers use them to the exclusion of
other appealing materials such as kits, trade
boo' s and other worthwhile material. In
working with classroom teachers, I find that
the newspaper is one of the most valuable
teaching resources a teacher can use. The
contents are timely. Youngsters consider the
newspaper as an adult medium and its varied
content has something for everyone.

In the New Haven public schools, every
youngster in the third, fifth and seventh grade

Dr. Nicholas P. Criscuolo
Supervisor of Reading

New Haven Public Schools
New Haven, Connecticut

receives either the norning or afternoon
newspaper once a week. After, teachers
conduct a variety of activities using the
newspaper, the students are allowed to keep
it -- thus fostering the price of ownership
concept.

What are some creative activities
teachers can use which are newspaper-based
and appeal to children? The remainder of this
article will describe briefly ten ideas which
have proved successful in 'enriching and
reinforcing reading skills.

1. Newspaper ads give a great deal of
information about almost anything one needs
to buy -- from cars and horses to a guitar or a
dog. Ask the children to watch the For Sale
columns to find something they wish to own. If
they have something they no longer need,
help them write an ad to sell it.

2. Have primary grade children look at a
full-page grocery ad and find the three least
expensive items on the page. Grocery ads use
adjectives, to describe their products to make
them more appealing. Many of these words
appeal to the senses. Have th'e children look
at a page of grocery ads and see if they can
find such words and circle them. For example:
red (appeals to sight), sweet (taste), fresh
(appeals to most of the senses).

3. Ask the children to look through the
newspaper and find a picture of an object
that each member of the family might find
useful. Let them tell you to whom each object
would be useful, and how it would be useful.

4. Have the children look through the
newspaper and circle the names of cities,
states, countries and bodies of water. Get
them vcarvide a sheet of paper into four
columns and label those four categories at
the head of each column. Have them write the
words in the proper columns. Then ask them if
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the have been to qn of these places. Ask
wherere they would to go and why?

5. Have the civil ren find a Lost and
Fiind Od that they t ink has an interesting
st ry behind it. Discus with them what mgt
hive happened bef re the ad was placed,
and v4hat might h ppen now. Let them
pretend that they are the animal or thing that

as lbst and write a story about what
appqned.

6; Select several news items from the
ape'- and cut off the I ad paragraph. Ask the
hildren to exchange items among
hemselves and to write a new lead
aragraph for the ne s items. After this is

done, have them com are their paragraphs
with the original.

7. Have each student select unfamiliar
words from the newspaper and keep a retord
of the words and their definitions. Words can
be chosen from any part of the newspaper,
and each student should contribute a word to
a vocabulary/spelling ist for the entire class.
These vocabulary wo ds can also form the
basis for some go d creative writing
exercises.

8. Most children njOy reading about
their favorite TV and-hlovie stars, sports
heroes and government officials in the
newspaper. Alit the children to select one

t celebrity and to watch the paper every day
for articles or items which tell about the
exploits of the person they selected. These

clippings can be pasted into a scrapbook and
shared with other members of the class.

9. Some of the words in use today have

only existed for a few years -

"'biodegradable,"' -far instance, and
"multimedia.- The meanings of others, like
"charisma," have changed as the result of
events. Have the child find words in the
newspaper which have been created as a
result of news events or developments in
science and technology. Ask the students to
think of new words which might be in use a
decade from now.

10. Editorial cartoons appearing in

newspapers should be collected by the
j children for one or two weeks. Encourage

each.student in the class to take a stand on
one of the issues presented in the cartoons
and write a persuasive editorial expressing
his/her particular point of view on an issue.

Although there is broad application for
using the newspaper in the classroom, there is
another dimension for its usage which we
often overlook. That is the home connection.
After a parent-teacher conference, parents
often ask what materials they can use at home
to help their children in reading. A good

n is the newspaper *since
omes into so many

answer to this quest'
it is inexpensive an
homes.

There are many ways parents can use the
newspaper with their children. The author has
written a parent brochure published by IRA
entitled "You Can Help Your Child in Reading
by Using the Newspaper." It is now available
in Spanish and French and offers many tips
on how parents can use this resourcdcit home.

Single copies of this brochure are free
upcit: request by sending a #10 sylf-
addressed, stamped envelope rto:
"Newseaper Brochure", International
Reading Associdrion, 800 Barksdale Road,
P.O. Box 8139, Newark, Delaware 19714-
8139. Quantities of 100 are available at a
cosit of $5.00 per 100 from the same address.
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